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Introduction

B2B buyer behavior has been changing dramatically 
over the last few years as buyers increasingly refuse to 
be interrupted by outbound marketing tactics. Content 
marketing has emerged as a highly effective strategy to 
engage the reluctant B2B buyer who is actively searching 
for guidance and information online before making a 
complex B2B purchase decision.

The purpose of content marketing is to engage B2B 
buyers with compelling content (in the form of webcasts, 
videos, eBooks, white papers, blog posts, etc) to 
educate, inform, entertain, and guide them through each 
step in the buying cycle. And while you want to help 
buyers make pragmatic and informed decisions, your 
ultimate goal is to persuade buyers to select your solution 
over competing alternatives.

Linkedintwitter

www.twitter.com/holgerschulze
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?mostPopular=&gid=43707


We conducted a survey with the 20,000 member B2B 
Technology Marketing Community on LinkedIn to better 
understand the current state of content marketing in the 
B2B space, and to identify key challenges as well as 
best practices.

We received over 500 responses in less than 2 weeks – 
and here are the results of the survey. 

Thanks to everyone who
participated in the survey!

Holger Schulze
Founder B2B Technology Marketing Community

It may sound easy to create 
crisp definitions of market 

segments, buyer personas, and 
buying stages, and then to build 

compelling content for each relevant 
intersection of these three (or more) 

dimensions. However, the reality 
of implementing content marketing 
initiatives is a bit more complicated.
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Survey Highlights

Content marketing is growing dramatically in popularity 
with over 71 percent of respondents doing more of it than a 
year ago (in contrast, only 2 percent are doing less).

The biggest motivator for content marketing is its ability
to drive awareness, leads, and engagement with 
prospects, to compensate where where traditional tactics 
are falling short.

The most popular content formats are case studies, 
presentations at live events, white papers, online 
articles and videos.

The biggest challenge: producing truly engaging 
content.

The most popular channels to deliver content are website, 
live events, email.

The top performance metric for content marketer is leads.

Corporate marketing owns content marketing in most 
organizations and spends an average of 20 percent of 
budget on content marketing.

Here is a quick snapshot 
of the survey findings for 

the busy executive:
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Why care about B2B
Content Marketing?

LEADS, LEADS, LEADS...

By far the most mentioned objective for content 
marketing is lead generation (62 percent), followed by 
lead nurturing (39 percent). This finding doesn’t come 
as a surprise considering that content marketing has 
emerged as a B2B strategy primarily to drive inbound 
lead generation (in response to outbound B2B tactics 
becoming increasingly ineffective). In other words, lead 
generation and nurturing is the promise of content 
marketing. 

The next highest ranked objectives are thought leadership 
and brand awareness with 37 percent and 34 percent of 
responses, respectively. This pattern is also consistent 
with the promise of content marketing as a strategy to 
educate and influence buyer behavior in the vendor’s favor.

Lead generation

Thought leadership

Lead nurturing

Brand awareness

Sales

Website traffic

Market education

Customer loyalty
/retention

Social media
engagements

Channel partner
enablement

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

What is your main objective
for content marketing?
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The Top B2B Content
Marketing Formats & Channels

Let’s take a look at the most popular content 
formats and delivery channels. How well are 
they performing for B2B marketers?

WHAT CONTENT FORMATS 
ARE MOST EFFECTIVE?

Leading the ranking are case studies, live presentations 
(one could argue this is a content format as well as a 
channel), white papers, online articles, and videos - 
these formats are considered most effective in engaging 
prospects and delivering message.

In contrast, the survey respondents consider podcasts, 
print articles, and infographics the least effective content 
formats.
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White paper
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Blog post

Print article

Slideshow

eBook
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Podcast
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Ranking of the most popular
B2B content formats.
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WHAT CONTENT DELIVERY CHANNELS 
ARE MOST EFFECTIVE?

Now, let’s take a look at the effectiveness of delivery 
channels used by B2B marketers to get content in front of 
their target audience (either outbound or inbound). 

The highest rated content delivery channels are website, 
live in-person events, and email. Newer channels such as 
social media and blogs are considered only moderately 
effective in comparison. This could be a reflection of 
the difficulty many marketers have in measuring the 
effectiveness of social media.

At the bottom of the list we find online directories, online 
ads, and paid search. Not surprising as the effectiveness 
of these channels has been declining steadily over the last 
few years.
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Ranking of the most effective 
content delivery channels.
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Making Content 
Marketing a Success

Content marketing is one of the most 
popular strategies deployed by today’s B2B 
marketers to attract and engage prospects, 
and guide them through the buying process. 
But how do marketers measure content 
marketing success? 

LEADS, LEADS, LEADS...

With 73 percent of all responses, leads are the number 
one metric used to gauge content marketing success. 
This is followed by content views and downloads with 
53 percent, and inquiries with 52 percent of responses 
respectively (multiple selections were allowed).

f h
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How do marketers measure
content marketing success? 
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NO SOCIAL METRICS?

Surprisingly, the lowest number of responses came in 
for social media engagement and SEO impact metrics. 
I assume this is partly due to the difficulty in precisely 
measuring these metrics and their intermediate rather than 
direct impact on pipeline results.

WHO OWNS CONTENT
MARKETING STRATEGY?

Let’s look at ownership of content marketing strategy 
within the organization. No surprises here: 67 percent 
of content marketing strategies are owned by corporate 
marketing, followed (at a distant 41 percent) by product 
marketing, and 20 percent for field marketing. Very few 
respondents rely on product management (16 percent) or 
external agencies (8 percent) for content strategy.

Corporate marketing

Product marketing

Field marketing

Product management

External agency
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Who owns content marketing 
strategy within the organization?
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Big Challenges

Content marketing is complex and requires 
a very different approach and skill set 
compared to traditional marketing tactics. 

We asked our community what they consider the biggest 
content marketing challenges they need to overcome – 
here are the results:

The number one challenge is … producing truly 
engaging, compelling content (48 percent). This is 
content that grabs your audience and makes them want 
to reach out to you. The next biggest content marketing 
challenge is producing enough content to serve the 
needs of your marketing programs (44 percent). 

Producing truly
engaging content

Producing enough content

Getting content delivered
to the right audiences

Measuring results

Talent to
produce content

No consistent
content strategy

Lack of budget to
produce content

Understanding buyer personas
and decision stages

Buyers don`t want to register
to consume content

Getting executive buy-in

Buyerss attention
span too short

Poor content quality

Lack of process

Lack of domain expertise

0%                   10%                   20%                   30%                   40%                   50%  

What are the biggest content
marketing challenges?
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Linkedintwitter

This points to a lack of resources in B2B marketing 
organization, which is confirmed by 31 percent of 
respondents who list lack of talent as the 5th biggest content 
marketing challenge.  Getting content to the right audience 
also makes the top five list of challenges. And over 31 
percent of B2B marketers have difficulty measuring the 
results of content marketing – critical in ensuring your content 
marketing program is sustainable and remains funded. 

HOW DO YOU SEGMENT AND 
PERSONALIZE YOUR CONTENT?

There are many different ways to slice and organize B2B 
content marketing. Should you segment by product, buyer 
pain, buyer persona, buying stage, market segment – all of 
the above? 

The most popular and effective segmentation dimension is 
market segment (55 percent), followed by product category 
(40 percent) - that has been around for decades. This is 
closely followed by buyer persona and pain point (which are 
closely related) with each 35 percent. The least popular and 
adopted segmentation dimension is stage in the buying cycle 
(30 percent).
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Content segmentation approach:

36.1%
34.9%

30.1%

55.2%

40.0%

by market segment (vertical, size, etc)
by product category
by pain point

by buyer persona
by stage in buying cycle
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Linkedintwitter

So what is a manageable number of 
segments, personas, and stages B2B 
marketers can support? We asked our 

B2B marketing community and the 
magic number is … 3.

MANAGING THE COMPLEXITY OF B2B 
CONTENT MARKETING

B2B content marketing is not trivial. Consider the 
multitude of market segments you serve, with multiple 
products, each with different buyer personas that influence 
the buying decision. And each buying process comprises 
a number of stages your content needs to guide buyers 
through.

If you wanted to address all possible intersections of 
products, markets, buyer personas, buying stages (and 
have multiple white papers, webcasts, eBooks, blog posts 
for each intersection) – you would quickly be overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount and complexity of content and 
associated marketing programs.
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How many market segments do 
you support with dedicated content 

marketing assets and tactics?

How many buyer personas do you 
support with dedicated content 
marketing assets and tactics?
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How many buying stages do you 
support with dedicated content 
marketing assets and tactics?
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HOW IS CONTENT PRODUCTION VOLUME 
CHANGING YEAR OVER YEAR?

Over 71 percent of respondents see an increase in content 
production in 2011, and only 2 percent see a decrease. 
For 14 percent of marketers, content volume stays flat.

Increase
Stays Flat

Not Sure
Decrease

70.5%

13.9%

13.9%

1.6%
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Linkedintwitter

Content marketing isn’t free. Instead 
it is one of the most time consuming 

(and therefore expensive) tactics in 
the marketing mix. 

HOW MUCH OF YOUR BUDGET IS SPENT 
ON CONTENT MARKETING?

What percentage of marketing budget is allocated to 
content marketing? Our survey respondents say that the 
majority of marketers spend between 10 and 30 percent 
on content, typically around 20 percent (23.4 percent 
of respondents). It will be interesting to watch how this 
allocation changes over the years.
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Linkedintwitter

WHO OWNS THE BUDGET?

For 77 percent of marketing organizations, the corporate 
marketing function owns content marketing funds, 
followed by a distant 23 percent of companies where 
content marketing is funded by product marketing.

THANK YOU

I hope you enjoyed this survey report on the state of B2B 
content marketing in 2011. Feel free to share any ideas or 
questions you would like to see included in the next report 
(see last page for contact details). 

Holger Schulze
Founder B2B Technology Marketing Community
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Corporate marketing
Product marketing

Field marketing
External agency

76.9%

23.3%

13.2%

3.1%

Bottom line: content marketing is still 
early in its adoption life cycle and best 
practices are still emerging. I hope you 
enjoyed this survey report and found the 
data points helpful.
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Linkedintwitter

About the B2B Technology 
Marketing Community

With over 20,000 members, the B2B Technology 
Marketing Community is the single largest 
LinkedIn group exclusively focused on B2B 
technology marketing. 

This group is for marketing professionals in B2B 
high-tech industries to enable networking, sharing 
of ideas, best practices and opportunities.
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Technology
Marketing
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Join the B2B 
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Linkedintwitter

About the Author

Our goal is to educate B2B marketers on new trends, 
share marketing ideas and best practices, and make 
it easier for you to find the information you care about 
to do your jobs successfully. 

Holger Schulze is a B2B technology marketing 
executive delivering demand, brand awareness, and 
revenue growth for high-tech companies. 

A prolific blogger and online community builder, 
Holger also manages the B2B Technology Marketing 
Community on LinkedIn with over 20,000 members. 
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Contact Holger
Email: hhschulze@gmail.com

Follow Holger on Twitter
http://twitter.com/holgerschulze 

Subscribe to Holger’s
Technology Marketing Blog

http://everythingtechnologymarketing.blogspot.com

Please contact Holger if you are interested 
in re-using any of the content in this report.

Holger Schulze is the 
author of the syndicated blog 
Everything Technology 
Marketing. 
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